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Stechert-Hafner Book News

National Union Catalog
Examining the diary as a particular form of expression, Holding On and Holding Out provides unique insight into the experiences of Jews in France during the Second World War. Unlike memoirs and autobiographies that reconstruct particular life stories or events, diaries record daily events without the benefit of retrospect, describing events as they unfold. Holding On and Holding Out assesses how individuals used diaries to record their daily life under persecution, each waiting for some end with a mix of hope and despair. Some used the diary to bear witness not only to the terror of their own lives, but also to the lives and suffering of others. Others used their writing as a memorial to people who were killed. All used their writing to assert: "I live, I will have lived." Holding On and Holding Out follows the diaries of two specific individuals, Raymond-Raoul Lambert and Benjamin Schatzman, from their first entry to the last one they wrote before they disappeared into the Nazi extermination camps. The author concludes the book by considering how reflections on their experience are informed by the times in which they lived, before the advent of persecution.
Read Book Yiddish Manuel De Letudiant

Hebrew University Studies in Literature and the Arts

The National union catalog, 1968-1972

Contains books published before Jan. 1, 1930, with the exception of Orientalia, musical compositions, university and school publications (other than monographs), maps, pictorial broadsides without text, and "personalschriften d. h. gelegenheitsschriften persönlichen Charakters ohne Abhandlung."

Yiddish and Judeo-Spanish

Canadiana

Bulletin

Paperbound Books in Print

Contains research project reports arranged by subject with descriptors from the EUDISED Multilingual Thesaurus.

The Color of Liberty

Un an de nouveautés

Education in Canada
Deutscher Gesamtkatalog

לעוש ליפית

The Philosopher's Index

Les Nouveaux cahiers

Religion Index Two

Includes entries for maps and atlases.

Revue critique d'histoire et de littérature

Livres de France

Katalog over erhvervelser af nyere videnlandsk litteratur ved statens offentlige biblioteker

Hebrew Union College Annual

Presents an insider's look at the city, and provides information on how to maneuver through French bureaucracy, tips on seeking employment, and how to order in restaurants.
**Revue critique d'histoire et de littérature**

In English, this text is an introduction to French cinema and includes the history of the origins of French film, an explanation of how to analyze a film, a lexicon of French cinema terms, and an analysis of major masterpieces of French filmmaking.

**Holding On and Holding Out**

**French Cinema**

L'identification de la langue à la nation est particulièrement nette en France. La plupart des pays du monde sont pourtant plurilingues, et la France, de fait, n'est pas une exception. Si le français " langue de la République " est le bien de tous, parlé par tous, il n'en demeure pas moins que la France est un des pays d'Europe qui offrent la plus grande diversité linguistique. La présenter comme monolingue et culturellement homogène serait méconnaître sa réalité historique, ethnologique, sociale. Quelles sont ces langues de France dont l'existence et la spécificité sont reconnues par les spécialistes, mais dont le destin a été compromis par les contingences historiques, l'ignorance, voire les préjugés ? Peu décrite, la diversité linguistique a longtemps été passée sous silence. Le patrimoine immatériel que constituent les langues de France doit être connu de nos concitoyens ; c'est un élément du patrimoine de l'humanité. Cet ouvrage entend satisfaire à l'exigence du savant comme à la curiosité de l'honnête homme. Il contribue au mouvement qui voit les langues régionales ou minoritaires s'instituer en nouvel objet de réflexion dans la société française. On y trouvera une présentation détaillée de ces langues de France qui accompagnent le français de
The Possibility of a World

In The Captive Sea, Daniel Hershenzon explores the entangled histories of Muslim and Christian captives—and, by extension, of the Spanish Empire, Ottoman Algiers, and Morocco—in the seventeenth century to argue that piracy, captivity, and redemption helped shape the Mediterranean as an integrated region at the social, political, and economic levels. Despite their confessional differences, the lives of captives and captors alike were connected in a political economy of ransom and communication networks shaped by Spanish, Ottoman, and Moroccan rulers; ecclesiastic institutions; Jewish, Muslim, and Christian intermediaries; and the captives themselves, as well as their kin. Hershenzon offers both a comprehensive analysis of competing projects for maritime dominance and a granular investigation of how individual lives were tragically upended by these agendas. He takes a close look at the tightly connected and ultimately failed attempts to ransom an Algerian Muslim girl sold into slavery in Livorno in 1608; the son of a Spanish marquis enslaved by pirates in Algiers and brought to Istanbul, where he converted to Islam; three Spanish Trinitarian friars detained in Algiers
on the brink of their departure for Spain in the company of Christians they had redeemed; and a high-ranking Ottoman official from Alexandria, captured in 1613 by the Sicilian squadron of Spain. Examining the circulation of bodies, currency, and information in the contested Mediterranean, Hershenzon concludes that the practice of ransoming captives, a procedure meant to separate Christians from Muslims, had the unintended consequence of tightly binding Iberia to the Maghrib.

Les langues de France

Les retrouvés

Bibliographie Du Québec

Historia judaica

Paris Inside Out

Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army

France has long defined itself as a color-blind nation where racial bias has no place. Even today, the French universal curriculum for secondary students makes no mention of race or slavery, and many French scholars still resist addressing racial questions. Yet, as this groundbreaking volume shows, color and other racial markers have been
major factors in French national life for more than three hundred years. The sixteen essays in The Color of Liberty offer a wealth of innovative research on the neglected history of race in France, ranging from the early modern period to the present. The Color of Liberty addresses four major themes: the evolution of race as an idea in France; representations of "the other" in French literature, art, government, and trade; the international dimensions of French racial thinking, particularly in relation to colonialism; and the impact of racial differences on the shaping of the modern French city. The many permutations of race in French history—as assigned identity, consumer product icon, scientific discourse, philosophical problem, by-product of migration, or tool in empire building—here receive nuanced treatments confronting the malleability of ideas about race and the uses to which they have been put. Contributors. Leora Auslander, Claude Blanckaert, Alice Conklin, Fred Constant, Laurent Dubois, Yaël Simpson Fletcher, Richard Fogarty, John Garrigus, Dana Hale, Thomas C. Holt, Patricia M. E. Lorcin, Dennis McEnnerney, Michael A. Osborne, Lynn Palermo, Sue Peabody, Pierre H. Boulle, Alyssa Goldstein Sepinwall, Tyler Stovall, Michael G. Vann, Gary Wilder

**Bibliographie du Québec 1821-1967 [i.e. mil huit cent vingt et un-mil neuf cent soixante-sept]**

**The Captive Sea**

**The National Union Catalogs, 1963-**

In this series of interviews, Jean-Luc Nancy reviews his life’s work. But like Schlegel’s historian—“a prophet facing
backwards”—Nancy takes this opportunity to rummage through the history of art, philosophy, religion, and politics in search of new possibilities that remain to be thought. This journey through Nancy’s thought is interspersed with accounts of places and events and deeply personal details. The result is at once unpretentious and encyclopedic: Concepts are described with remarkable nuance and specificity, but in a language that comes close to that of everyday life. As Nancy surveys his work, he thinks anew about democracy, community, jouissance, love, Christianity, and the arts. In the end, this is a book about the possibility of a world—a world that must be greeted because it is, as Nancy says, already here.
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